
 

 

Hi all, 
 
Some of you may be aware of a social media video post from Kirsha Kaechele, i.e. Mrs 
MONA. (check out under Facebook and Instagram under her name). I’m sending this 
message to you because we’ve been contacted by staff concerned and angry over this nasty, 
belittling, ridiculous video. 
  
As I’ve said before, please keep your heads high as you continue in your daily tasks because 
we are proud of what you do, and you should be too. I was so angry and disgusted when I 
watched the video that I immediately sent the email overleaf to Ms Kaechele yesterday (I 
have not had a response). I also sent the email to people in the State who have a direct 
responsibility for our industry including the Premier and relevant Ministers. I am following 
this up today with a further letter demanding they outline what action they are going to 
take to counter these nasty, unfounded attacks on you and the salmon industry’ in effect, 
ask them to do the job they’ve been elected to do! 
  
We know we farm responsibly and sustainably, we know we don’t poison people, we know 
we aren’t destroying the waterways and we know we grow healthy, safe protein. We know 
we care for our families, community and our place.  
  
We are going to ask our politicians and regulators to step up and speak out against these 
lies, and show us, their constituents, that they can work as hard as you do, every day. 
 
Regardless of this negativity there are lots of positives out there including how well the fish 
are growing, how well the smolt are performing including post transfer. Sales are strong and 
we have picked up some more branded Huon supermarket business. There are some great 
stories in the Huon magazine coming our next week and finally to those of you that have 
been involved with showing various groups around the business including chefs, 
wholesalers, 27 scientists from IMAS and UTAS and the “odd” politician, I say thank you. 
Every one of those visitors leaves with a stunned look on their face when they see exactly 
what we do and how well we do it! 
 
So onwards and upwards...and never let the turkeys get you down! 
 
Frances Bender 

 

 



From: Frances Bender  
Sent: Thursday, 15 July 2021 10:25 AM 
To: 'kirsha@mona.net.au' <kirsha@mona.net.au> 
Cc: Frances Bender <fbender@huonaqua.com.au> 
Subject: Your Instagram video 
 
Dear Kirsha 
 
I was incredibility disappointed to see your video on Instagram – ridiculous and puerile at 
best, inciting violence at worst.  You are using, trivialising and demonising the 2300+ lives of 
everyone gainfully employed in my industry. One could ask your motive. It must be to 
generate and increase your own social media, because you have been invited to see the 
facts of salmon farming, but have not bothered to contact me which clearly indicates you 
aren’t interested in the facts that underpin this 35 year iconic $1b Tasmanian industry, 
founded by Tasmanians for the benefit of Tasmanians.    
  
Your actions indicate you are more interested in your own profile than playing your role as 
an influential member of the Tasmanian community who has a responsibility to respectfully 
highlight issues of mutual concern.  I’d offer again for you to come and meet some of the 
people employed in this industry who are the backbone of many regional communities; who 
selflessly volunteer their time to assist the local sports club to support the next generation, 
are registered volunteer SES personnel, heading out to save lives in all sorts of weather and 
situations, and who are bringing their children up to be hard-working, respectful, kind, 
thoughtful human beings.  But why would I bother, when you’ve already decided you are 
better than my employees and friends who I’ve described above. Many of these very people 
you belittle from your place of privilege are the very people that I have grown up with. I 
now employ their children many of whom are highly qualified and travelled, much more 
than their parents have achieved or could have dreamt to achieve. 
  
As I said to you our industry and my company has been built on hard work, 
entrepreneurship, and taking chances but its very core was and still is based in strong robust 
science, data and research. This is fact, not fiction. These long-term relationships and 
connections extend across the nation and internationally and has enabled us to 
continuously improve, be nimble if not world leading adopters of technology whilst keeping 
our people employed, safe, trained and motivated and selling a safe, premium product 
across the globe. 
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I have welcomed, indeed sponsored, many internationals to Tasmania who have made this 
state their home. They, like me, share a passion for what they do and the place they now 
call home for themselves and their families. You have also become a Tasmanian but sadly 
from your place of arrogant privilege, with your following of empty headed sycophants, you 
show that you really don’t understand what it is to be one of us. 
  
I have noted, respected and indeed have supported some of your philanthropic activities 
particularly 24 Carrot Gardens however the connection of children from lower socio-
economic communities understanding or indeed even having food to eat is directly linked to 
their parents’ level of education and employment. I have lived in a region that has suffered 
from the effect of inter-generational unemployment. I have witnessed both the economic 
and social breakdown that follows these events. I have also proudly seen the rebirth and 
pride that comes from gainful skilled employment not only to individuals but also entire 
regions. I and others in my industry provide this daily to thousands and I can tell you that I 
personally know many more of those families and the difficulties they have faced than you 
will ever comprehend. You also arrogantly assume that myself and others happily go about 
damaging the very place we live, love and recreate in. How dare you assume that! 
  
Kirsha, you might think your video is art, but in the current economic climate, my focus is on 
ensuring my employees have a roof over their head and food in their tummies. 
  
My word is my honour; clearly your honour is about being rude, disrespectful and wrong to 
thousands of Tasmanians.  I don’t imagine many people would have the courage to write 
comments such as these to you but at my age and stage of career I have never been clearer 
in my understanding of myself and others and never more confident of my genuineness; 
perhaps you need to take yourself off the narcissistic world of social media and take some 
quiet moments to self-reflect of who you are as woman and a mother. Memories are all we 
leave and I know the type I am leaving. 
  
Frances 
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